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Office of the Minister for Regulatory Reform

Chair

CABINET ECONOMIC GROWTH AND INFRASTRUCTURE COMMITIEE

INVESTIGATION INTO A NEW ZEALAND PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSION

Proposal

1. I propose that officials proceed to the detailed design and analysis of a possible
independent agency to carry out such functions as inquiries Into productivity related
matters and significant expost reyiews of regulatory regimes, arid potentially other
functions, with a .report back to Cabinet in November 2009.

Executive Summary

2. The National-Act ConfideflGe and Supply Agreement includes a commitment to
explore the concept of a New Zealand Productivity Commission associated with the
Productivity Commission in Australia. Officials have undertaken an initial assessment
of the case for such an institution and have concluded that:

a. Current institutional arrangements leave a gap for a new institution with
specialised internal investigative capacity and a mandate to actively survey
the views of a range of stakeholders to undertake inquiries and significant
ex-post reviews; and

b. The organisation most Ilkely to fill this gap would be either (1) a separate,
independent agency (officials' preferred option), or (2) an independent
statutory function within an existing organisation.

3. This paper is not asking for an agreement In principle, but rather that Cabinet
agrees that officials carry out further anaiysis on the potential options. including
identifying critical functions and recommendations on the organisational form that
would provide greatest value for money. Any decision to go ahead will be contingent
on the further analySiS shOWing that the benefits of any new institution outweigh the
costs. This further analysis will also draw out the implications for eXisting agencies.

4. This work is distinct from the 2025 Taskforce. It is envisaged that a possible
New Zealand Productivity Commission would be a permanent institution that carries
out reviews and inquiries (and potentially other functions Identified in the further
analysis) based on a workplan agreed by the Government. The Taskforce is an
independent group of experts appointed for a three-year term to advise the
Government on policies and institutions that will assislln closing the income gap with
Australia by 2025.
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Background

5. There has been an escalating focus in recent years on finding ways to improve
productivity and regulatory outcomes in New Zealand. The objective of this paper is to
propose a solution would improve policy debates on critical issues. In respect of
productivity, an agency at arm's length from the Government could expose new and
innovative polley options to wide-ranging public debate with a view to deepening public
understanding of complex policy options. In respect of regUlation, the need Is for the ..
capacity to conduct complex, cross-cutting or contentious reviews to a high standard of
quality and with. some independence from Ministers.

6. The National~ActConfidence and Supply Agreement inoludes a commitment to:

Explore the concept of a New Zealand Productivity Commission associated with
the Productivity Commission in Australia in order to support the goals of higher
productivity growth and improvements in the quality of regulation.

7. Such an agency would facilitate a relationship with the Australian Productivity
Commission (APC) and the Australian policy machinery generally. The Minister of
Finance discussed this with the Australian Treasurer at their recent talks, and they
agreed that if New Zealand chose to establish a Commission there would be .
cooperation between the two agencies.

8. It is important to draw the distinction between work on a New Zealand
Productivity Commission and the 2025 TaSkforce that we recently established. The
Productivity Commission would be a permanent body tasked with carrying out the'
functions' broad,ly outlined in this paper. Its core capability would be high quality
analysis. The 2025 Taskforce is a small independent taskforce that will report annuaf[y
on progress towards closing the income gap wtth Australia and will recommend
policies they believe would assist in achieving that goal. A key distinction is that a
ProductiVity Commission would carry out a work programme approved by the
Government, whereas the 2025.Taskforce may make any proposals it sees fit.

Work to date

9. A joint TreasurylMED working group has considered a range of matters
including: the perceived 'gap' in the current arrangements for advising the
Government on productivity-related matters; alternative institutional approaches to
addressing such a gap; and possible features of a new agency.

10. In the course of this work discussions have been held with Gary Sanks, .
Chairman of the Australian Productivity Commission (APC); the inaugural and current

.Chairs of the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission (VCEC), which was
modelled on the APC but Is of a smaller scale; and the Commcnwealth and Victorian
Treasuries.

11. Officials have considered the following four options:

a. an enhanced role and resources for an existing agency;

b. an independent function within an existing agency, likely Treasury;

c. an independent body that is separate from existing agencies;
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d. an ad hoc body that reports annuaUy on key issues.

12. Officials' initial assessment concluded that options (b) and (c) are most likely to
b~st fill the gap identified. It is proposed that officials carry out further analysis on
those options, with (c) currently being the preferred option.

13. So far these options have not been investigated beyond Identifying what migh,t fill.
a gap in existing arrangements. Further work will analyse the costs and benefits of
each option. including how each option could best be designed to optimise value for
money. For example, the work willinvestlgate whether a separate, independent
agency could share back-office function to lower costs, without compromising on
independence.

14. Officials envisage that such an agency would carry out inquiries into productivity
related matters and significant ex post reviews of regulatory regimes and potentiaUy
other functions. It would complement current sources of advice to the Government,
particularly in those situations wbere the Government wants the analysis to be done
and proposals debated widely, but does not want to directly associate itself with the
debate at that point in time.

15. The following sections summarise the key issues considered by officials to date.

The 'gap' in institutional arrangements for providing advice to the Government

16. Advice on productivity related matters currently comes from various sources.
Departments are the primary source of policy advice to the Government. For example,
the Treasury and Ministry of Economic Development (MED) provide advice on
productivity perfonnance and regulatory quality. Other agencies who prOVide advice
on productivity-related matters' include the Department of Labour. the Ministry of
Research, Science and Technology, the Ministry of AgriCUlture and Forestry and the
Ministry of Transport. From time to time Treasury and MED contract out work to obtain
independent analysis from specialist agencies and individuals. The Government itself
seeks independent advice, for example through establishing taskforces. '

17. Notwithstanding these institutional and contracting arrangements, officials,
consider that there is a definable gap for an Institution that has a substantial, ,
specialised internal investigative capability, credibility with a wide range of stakeholders
that might be 'on different sides of policy debates, and independence. Independence is
critical for a number of reasons. Most Importantly, it allows Issues to be discussed at
arm's length from the Government. This means that difficult pollcy issues can be
raised In public without the Government having to endorse them. It also allows the
entity to dedicate resources to the critical medium term productivity issues facing New
Zealand without being crowded out by shorter-term Government priorities. '

18. In summary, the institutional design and ongoing operation of an agency to fill
this "gap' would need to satisfy the following four criteria:

a. SpecialisaYon: the'speciallsation and focus that allows the agency to
produce authoritative and relevant analys!s and recommendations; ,
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b. Knowledge accumulation: a continuing and coordinated focus on
productivity and regulatory matters that allows the accumulation of
capabilities, knowledge and systems to investigate these issues;

c. Cree/ibility: a commitment to consulting with the full range of stakeholders
that ensures the credibility of its advice; and

d. Independence: a sufficient distance from liay-to-day policy advice activities
to allow a level of independence in the conduct of investigations and
reporting of findings.

19. The agency would also need to carry out its functions at reasonable cost.

20. The Australians identified a similar gap that they have filled with the APC at the
federal level, and·the VCEC at the state level. The benefit of these organisations is
that they improve the arrangements in Australia In two respects:

a. Where the Government wants new thinking grounded in a strong evldence
base and widespread consultation, lliat can be conducted at arm's length
from the i.nfluence of Government; or

b. Where issues cannot be adequately addressed at the departmental level,
for example because they cross departmentalljurisdictional boundaries, or

. because departments are set In their ways.

Cooperation w!th the APC

21. There is value in having an agency that is able to learn from and cooperate with
the APC. This can occur in a variety of ways:

a. Some of the knowledge New Zealand needs to improve our productivity
performance comes through benchmarking with other countries. Sharing
of knowledge between a NZPC and the APC will enhance the comparative
information available to us.

b. In addition, the two Commissions could undertake joint inquiries on matters
that relate to the Single Economic Market.1 While the Ministry of Economic
Development has seconded staff to the Productivity Commission for some

.of these reviews. there would seem to be clear advantages in a joint
studies approach. Officials anticipate that there will demand for more
trans-Tasman reviews in future as integration increases under the Single
Economic Market.

The functions that mfght be carried out

22. Drawing on the APC and VCEC as the benchmarks, arange of possible
functions have.been identified. These .have been divided into primaIY functions (those
that are core, having regard to the 'gap') and additional functions which could be
undertaken.

1 The APC has undertaken four such studies so far, on behalf of both Australia and New
Zealand (tariffs, competition and consumer protection regimes, and two reviews of the Trans-
Tasman Mutual Recognition Arrangement). .
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23. The primary flmctions include:

Inquiries

Ex-post reviews

Self-directed research

The agency will undertake a range of inquiries based on
a work programme approved by the Government,
including policy proposals to enhance productivity and
microeconomic policy settings.

Good regulatory practice includes review of regulation to
ensure that it is achievi.ng its objectives, is up-to-date
and is not imposing undue costs, as well as Identifying
areas where the regulation could be improved. (Note
that only significant reviews would be undertaken by the
agency and these would be decided by the
Government).

Research that supports the core functions and which
contribl!tes tb the capability and knowledge of the review
agency. Likely to be necessary to enable the
Commission to develop its research expertise and thus
its capability and credibility.

24. Possible additional functions might include:

Regulatory Impact Assessmen.t Assessing the adequacy of regulatory impact analysis
and regulatory impact statements, currently undertaken
by the Regulatory Impact Analysis Team in Treasury.

Periodic stocktakes This may include an assessment of the productivity
performance of the economy, regulatory performance or
an infrastructure stocktake.

Benchmarking studies Comparing the performance of similar regulations across
jurisdictions.

Govemment Service Delivery The APC assists Australian govemments In an annual
review of Government service delIvery. The Review
provides information on the effectiveness and efficiency
of Government services in Australia. including against
agreed national performance indicators, to enable
ongoing comparisons of the performance of Government
services.

25. Further work will include recommendations on the detailed functions the agency
should undertake.

Possible approaches to addressing the 'gap'

26. A brief summary of the analysis undertaken by officials is as follows:
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Institutional options Analysis

1. An enhanced role and The advantage of this option Is that it would deepen
resources for an existing existing policy capability, whereas establishing a hew
economic development agency could spread more thinly an already limited
department capability. The disadvantage is that the 'independence'

that is valued in the Australian system would not be
sati!,fied by adding more resources to existing
institutions, and also risk that these resources cannot
be protected from short term pressures.

2. An independent function This option is based 'on the idea that the strengths of
within an eXisting agency, locating functionality in a larger organisation could be .
likely in Treasury realised, while a1 the same time independence could

be preselVed through establishing statutory
Independence. This has the added advantage of
keepi.ng costs low through sharing office overhead with
the host organisation. A disadvantage is that location
of the function Within an existing Department may not
result in it being perceived as truly independent.

3. An independent body that This option satisfies the independence perception
Is separate from existing criteria, and has the prospect of developing a specialist
agencies capability in productivity-related matters. The

Australian experience is that such an agencymight
attract high-quality personnel who would not be
prepared to work in a Govemment department. The
disadvantage is thi'lt small independentinstitutions are
highly sensitive to the quality of the personnel
employed by them (including the Chair) and their ability
tei establish a credible reputation based on the first
reports they produce. The organisation's ability to add
value is compromised if it is too small.

4. An ad hoc body that While ad hoc bodies will have their place, their
reports annually on key temporary character makes it harder for them to
issues support the accumulation of knowledge over time. In

.addition, they are less likely to have at their foundation
a methodology that (a) Is capable of replicatiol), thus
reducing the costs of having to develop a new
methodology each time an inquiry or review Is required
(b) has been accepted by the Govemment,
departments and extemal stakeholders as producing
high quality analysis, and (c) provides the focus of
building and maintaining analytical capability.

27. 01) the basis of this analysis, options 1 and 4 have been discounted. While
specialised functions·and an ongoing ability to accumulate knowledge are important
attributes, the conclusion of the working group is that independence is a critical
attribute for an organisation to fill the gap that has been identified. This that has led
officials to conclude that two options warrant further Investigation:
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a. A separate, independent agency (officIals' preferred option); and

b. An independent statutory function within an existing organisation, likely
Treasury.

Risks.

28." Establishing such an agency would not be without risks. These are associated
with the need for the agency to achieve the neceSsary 'scale', and to build and
maintain credibility with both the Govemment and a wide range of stakeholders with
often divergent views. The key risks identified at this stage are:

a. Depleting resources: given New Zealand's small size, creating a
Productivity Commission would result in additional pressure on a labour
market where the required specialised skill set is "already scarce.

"b. Increased fragmentation: establishing another institution to provide
analysis and recommendations alongside and potentially in competition
with other agencies could result in even further fragmentation of New"
Zealand's institutional framework. Further, this could be perceived as
conflicting with the Government's policy of capping the pUblic sector.

Possible features ofa new agency

29. The following is a consolidated list of factors that officials consider would need to
be taken into account in the detailed design and analysis of an agency to both address
the institutional gap"and manage risks. .

a. Independence: It is anticipated that the agency would need to be
established by statute. However, within the Australian system neither the
APe not VCEC is unfettered, as they both act on referrals from the
Government which specify what they can and cannot look at (although they
are independent in how they go about their analysis and consultation, and
in the advice that they provide). We anticipate that a New Zealand agency
would similarly act on the basiS of a Government approved agenda.

b. Critical mass; The VCEC is a better comparator for New Zealand than
the APC, as the latter has some 200 staff. The VCEC undt;lrtakes a .
minim.um of two enquires a year, and it argues that this is the minimum
level of activity to maintain Its viability. The VCEC employs some 25 staff,
but also carries out assessments of Regulatory Impact Analysis. The
inquiry function involves some 14-16 staff (7-a people are allocated to each
inquiry). Building and maintaining institutional capability requires more
than just employing staff, as knowledge is embodied in methodologies and
procedures. We understand that the VCEC drew heavily"on the APC
(inClUding through engaging APC staff) during" its setup phase. We
anticipate also being able to tap into the APC's knowledge and experience.
Advice we have had on the VCEC also suggests that the co-location of the
RIA review function enhances its critiClilI mass. Crucially, critical mass also
provides an assurance of durability, quality and credibility.

c. Cooperation with the APC: Informal cooperation between a New
Zealand agency and the APC is unlikely to require symmetry in purpose,
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functions and powers. Formal cooperation, such as joint inquiries and ex
post reviews, and some forms of personal exchange, is likely to require a
degree of symmetry. For example, the four APC inquires/reviews that have
extended formally to New Zealand may well have been appropriate for a
joint venture between the APe and a New Zealand agency, if we had one,
but for them to be 'joinfmay have required a similar legal mandate and
powers. Similarly, ifwe are to contemplate cross-appointments in future,
the New Zealand agency may require a commissioner/associate
commissioner structure.' . .

Implications for other agencies

30. The establishment of a dedicated Productivity Commission would have
implications for other agencies that currently undertake analysis regarding productMty
and economic growth more generally. Further design work will look in more detail at·
the interface between the new agency and existing departments, and the implications
for departments, including resourcing. [n many cases, a Productivity Commission
would carry out work of direct interest to Government departments but, as in the case
of Australia, would not provide a substitute for departments in their role of providing
core policy advice to Ministers.

Conclusion

31. Officials have come to the following conclusions:

a. Current institutional arrangements leave a gap for a new institution with
specialised internal investigative capacity and a mandate to actively survey·
the views of a range of stakeholders to undertake inquiries and significant
ex-post reviews; and

b. The organisation most likely to fill this gap will be either (1) a separate,
independent agency (officials' preferred option), or (2) an Independent
statutory function within an existing organisation.

Consultation

32. This paper was prepared by the Treasury, and drew on analysis undertaken by a
TreasurylMinistry of Economic Development Working Group. The following agencies
have been consulted: Department of Labour, Ministry of Research. Science and
Technology, Ministry of Transport, State Services Commission, Department of Prime
Minister and Cabinet, Inland Revenue Department, Ministry of Agricu[ture and
Forestry, New Zealand Food safety Authority: Statistics New Zealand, Ministry for the
Environment, Ministry of Fisheries, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade. and the
Ministry of Education, .

33. Both Government departments and external st?keholders will be consuited in the
course of the de1ailed design and analysis.

Financial Implications

34. This paper does not have any immediate financial implications•.Any decision to
establish a Productivity Commission will have financial implications and will be made
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through the BUdget process. The financial implications of a potential Productivity .
Commission, either in the form of a separate agency or within an existing agency, are
yet to be worked through in detail. Officials estimate that an independent agency may
cost in the order of $5-8 million. This figure is subject to detailed analysis that will be
proVided in the November report-back.

35. Where there is duplication of functions between the new agency and eXisting
departments, this is likely to have implications for departmental baselines. If the entity
were to be funded out of existing departmental baselines, it could have implications for
their ability to deliver some current functions. Such implications will be identified
through further analysis.

Human Rights

36. This paper has no human rights Implications.

Legislative Implications

37. Should the Government agree to an independent statutory body, legislation will
be required.

Regulatory Impact Analysis·

38. The proposals in this paper do not have direct legislative or regulatory
implications and therefore a Regulatory Impact Statement is not required..

. Publicity

39. The communique from the Australia-New Zealand Finance Ministers' meeting
foreshadowed that New Zealand was considering a new Productivity Commission, but
no further pubilcity is planned.

Recommendations

40. We recommend that the Committee:

1 note that officials have identified a gap in the current Institutional
arrangements for an institution that has a substantial, s·pecialised
investigative capacity, credibility with a wide range of stakeholders and
sufficient Independence to push the policy debate into new areas;

2 agree that officials undertake the detailed design, analysis and costing of a
possible agency to carry out inquiries into productivity related matters and
ex post reviews of regulatory regimes and potentially other functions;

3. agree that the organisation most likely to fill this gap would be either (a) a
separate, independent agency, or (b) an independent statutory function
within an eXis.ting organisation;
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IN·CONFIDENCE

4. agree that the following factors be addressed as part of the detailed
analysis of options for such an agency: .

Institutional gap
• Specialisation - to produce authoritative, relevant advice;
• KnOWledge accumulation - continuing, coordinated focus on

productivity;
• Credibility - engaging with a wide range of stakeholders; and
• Independence - to push debate into new areas;

Risks
• Fragmentation
• Resources

Cost

5. agree that Treasury, in consultation with MED and other interested
departments, will report to Cabinet Economic Growth and Infrastructure
committee in November 2009 with detailed analysis and design
recommendations for a possible Productivity Commission;

6. note that the Minister of Finance has discussed a possible New Zealand
Productivity Commission with the Australian Treasurer and agreed that any
ProductMty Commission established in New Zealand would co-operate
with the Australian oductivity Commission.

Hon Rodney Hide
Minister for RegUlatory Reform

Date signed: 1"3>/0/'Zoo"!
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Annex One: The Australian Productivity Commission and Victorian Competition and
Efficiency Commission at a glanc5.

Australian Productivity Commission
The Australian PC is an independent research and advisory body on a range of
economic, social and environmental issues with a key focus on ways of achieving a
more productive economy that le<;ld to higher living standards. It has approximately
200 staff and has developed a long history of research and analysis.

The PC conducts public Inquiries and research studies at the request of the
Govemment as well as undertaking its own research. ltal50 has a key role in
benchmarking and reviewing regulation as well as advising on the competitive
neutrality of Government business activities.

The PC is currentiy undertaking the following Inquiries;
• Performance of Public and Private Hospital Systems
• Australia's Anti-dumping and Countervailing System
• Executive Remuneration
• Contribution of the Not for Profit Sector
• Copyright Restrictions on the Parallel Importation of Books
• Gambling
•. Annual Review of Regulatory Burdens on Business
• Performance Benchmarking of Australian Business Regulation

o Occupational Health and Safety
o Food Safety

The PC has been successful in shaping the Government policy and in playing an
educative role in building and maintaining public understanding.

The following are a few examples of the successes of the PC:
• Post-2005 assistance for Australia's automotive and textile, clothing and

footwear ind.ustries - the Government accepted the PC's preferred tariff
option for the TCF industries, the PC's findings on tariff reductions for the
automotive industry and transitional assistance for both industries.

• Australian and New Zealand Competition and Consumer Protection
Regimes - the Australian and NZ Governments endorse the PC's work
program to more closely integrate the competition and consumer protection
regimes of the two countries.

• Impacts ofnative vegetation and biodiversity regulation - accepted all of
the PC's recommendations and indicated it would pursue implementation
of them by the States and Territories through COAG processes.

• Review of the pharmaceuticals industry investment program - Govemment
accepted the recommendations to reorient pharmaceutical industry
assistance to R&D, where spillover benefits would generate net benefits for
Australia as a whole.

• Job Network seNlces for the unemployed - the Government credited the
Review as being 'authoritative' and implemented a range of its
recommendations though deferred some of the key recommendation until
employment services policy further evolved.
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• Economic Regulation ofHarbour Towage and Related Services - accepted
all of the PC's recommendations with only minor modifications to the
suggested price monitoring regime. .

Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission
The Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission was established by the Victorian
Government on 1 July 2004 and its role was extended in October 2006 to assess the .
adequacy of the measurement of changes inthe administrative burden of regulation.

The VCEC has three core functions:
• Reviewing regulatory impact statements and advising on the economic

impact ofsignificant new legislation.
• Undertaking inquiries into matters referred to it by the Victorian

Government.
• Operating Victoria's Competitive Neutrality Unit.

The VCEC is currently undertaking the following inquiries
• Inquiry into Shared Facilities
• Inquiry into Environmental Regulation in Victoria

The successes of the VCEC include:
• The Govemment has accepted in full, in part or in principle over 80 per

cent of the VCEC's recommendations.
• The Government accepted 35 of the 37 recommendations on food

regulation. The recommendations accepted by the Government will reduce
the administrative and compliance burden by more than $20 million per .
year without compromising food safety outcomes.

• The Govemment accepted 20 of the 21 recommendations on the reform of
the metropolitan retail water sector.

• The VCEC estimates that in 2007-08 the RIS/Buslness Impact Assessment
process reduced the cosls of regulation by about $70 million over the ten
year lives of regulation without compromising benefits.
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